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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Libraries have undergone transformational change in recent decades and in so doing have sought to remake or reinvent themselves.  Of course, technology has been a major factor in this change.  Some have feared its impact, some have relished it.  Some have successfully reinvented themselves and their roles, others have disappeared from the radar.  But technology is not the only factor impacting on librarians.  In institutions of higher education we are facing numerous, social, technological, pedagogical and demographic impacts that compel us to realign ourselves, to re-engineer our skills and roles, and to continue to prove our worth to our stakeholders.  But are our users concerned about our changing roles or are they more concerned about the uncertain path that we are taking them down in this digital age and in our quest to remain relevant?



As human beings, our As human beings, our 
greatness lies not so much greatness lies not so much 

in being able to remake the in being able to remake the 
world... as in being able to world... as in being able to 

remake ourselves.  remake ourselves.  
Gandhi.Gandhi.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today I want to focus a little on how we as librarians are remaking ourselves.  Due to a wide range of social, cultural and economic factors we are driven to remake or reinvent ourselves by adopting new roles and practices.

I will focus on academic libraries in particular and will relay my experience from the University of Hong Kong and in particular drawing on the results of 2 surveys we recently conducted in order to provide the user’s perspective on our attempts to remake ourselves.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hong Kong is of course a Special Administrative Region (SAR) of the People’s Republic of China.  It has a population of 7.3 million people covering a small area of just over 1000 sq kms

It is situated in Southeast China and is renowned for its food, shopping, innovative skyscraper architecture and its former British colonial rule.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The University of HK is the only university (out of 8) situated on HK island itself.
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Presentation Notes
The University of HK is the oldest in HK.  It is very much built in the British tradition of a university and English is its formal language of instruction and business.
Founded 1912, we are 1 of the 8 universities in HK.

Multidisciplinary - undergraduate & postgraduate degrees in most subjects including Law and Medicine.
14,000 government funded students




Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is our original Library housed in the Main Building of the University – the building on the previous slide.

We currently have 235 staff
2,279,741 bound volumes
110,000 volumes added each year
13,695 current serials (purchase and gift)
19,349 e-journal titles
143,792 e-books
57,169 Reference transactions
702 Group presentations
16,338 Participants in groups presentations
1,381,191 annual circulation
16,806 ILL items loaned
13,373 ILL items borrowed
350 public computers
460 public computer access points
50 wireless access points
Over 110 million hits on our home page in 03/04
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Presentation Notes
This is our existing Main Library building, built in 1991 it is now full.  For every item purchased we must send one item to storage.

We enjoy strong collaborative links with the 7 other university libraries in HK and we share similar problems and indeed opportunities.





A simple message yet an oxymoronA simple message yet an oxymoron

Libraries and librarians must move to the Libraries and librarians must move to the 
futurefuture

Libraries and librarians must retain the Libraries and librarians must retain the 
past (selectively, at least)past (selectively, at least)



WhatWhat’’s in a name? A librarian?s in a name? A librarian?

CybrariansCybrarians

HybrariansHybrarians (hybrid librarians)(hybrid librarians)

Knowledge managersKnowledge managers

Internet navigatorsInternet navigators

Information services officersInformation services officers

Information specialistsInformation specialists

AdvisorsAdvisors

CoordinatorsCoordinators

ManagersManagers

ArchitectsArchitects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Librarians have been remaking them selves for many years.  In response to the changes that we have made and that have been brought about we have sought to redefine ourselves and our libraries



WhatWhat’’s in a name? A Library?s in a name? A Library?

Knowledge centersKnowledge centers

Information resource centersInformation resource centers

Knowledge hubsKnowledge hubs

Learning centersLearning centers

CybrariesCybraries

Virtual librariesVirtual libraries



Change and higher Change and higher 
educationeducation



There is this:There is this:

““thirty years from now the big university thirty years from now the big university 
campuses will be relics, Universities woncampuses will be relics, Universities won’’t t 
survive.  Itsurvive.  It’’s as large a change as when s as large a change as when 
we first got the printed bookwe first got the printed book”” (Peter (Peter 
DruckerDrucker, 1997), 1997)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Universities are under enormous pressure to reform themselves.

Such pressures emanate form society and government and are manifested in many forms.

Those of us who work in academic libraries will be well aware of the pressures we are facing.  I am sure that librarians in other sectors can identify with many of these.





then this:then this:

““institutions and institutions and organisationsorganisations of all shapes of all shapes 
and sizes need to be able to adapt quickly and sizes need to be able to adapt quickly 
and fundamentally, and sustain the ability and fundamentally, and sustain the ability 
to change and grow.  This will require to change and grow.  This will require 
both an both an educated populationeducated population capable of capable of 
producing and using producing and using new knowledgenew knowledge, , 
and and organisationsorganisations throughout the throughout the 
workforce which are able to maintain workforce which are able to maintain 
continuing and large scale changecontinuing and large scale change”” 
((CoaldrakeCoaldrake and Stedman, 1998, pand Stedman, 1998, pp4p4--6).6).



Change and higher educationChange and higher education

rapidly expanding developments in rapidly expanding developments in 
information and communication information and communication 
technologiestechnologies

increased competition, both locally and, increased competition, both locally and, 
increasingly, globally increasingly, globally 

a growing emphasis on studenta growing emphasis on student--centered centered 
education education 
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Presentation Notes
Some common recurring themes driving change include:

Technology
This is certainly a major factor and has brought new opportunities as well as difficulties.

Competition
Has meant that many universities rely more heavily on their non-traditional base of students including students from other countries, distance education students and non government or self funded students.

Student centred education
The shift from teaching to an emphasis on learning, especially flexible learning that provides the student with different learning opportunities that suit their style.



In Hong KongIn Hong Kong

2002 Sutherland Report:2002 Sutherland Report:
–– ““teachingteaching”” to to ““teaching and learningteaching and learning””
–– changing demographics changing demographics 
–– the economy the economy 
–– technologytechnology
–– changes in knowledge developmentchanges in knowledge development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Higher Education in Hong Kong
Report of the University Grants Committee
commissioned by the Secretary for Education and Manpower
Stewart R. Sutherland�Principal and Vice-Chancellor, University of Edinburgh�March 2002 

Sutherland noted a number of impacts on higher education in HK.
The shift from teaching to teaching and learning in itself represents an enormous change for HK (to a more student centred approach to education).

Demographics:
HK policy to expand post-secondary participation from just over 30% to 60%.
A renewed emphasis on lifelong learning

Economy
The HK Govt has a policy to move towards a Knowledge based society

Technology has opened up great opportunities.  Sutherland notes however the vast amount of rubbish readily accessible by students and highlights the need to educate students in assessing quality resources.

Knowledge development
The information explosion has meant that no one person can have knowledge of all the things they need to know.  The role for libraries here is obvious.  The way knowledge is developed now is far more through collaborative, interdisciplinary techniques and discovery.



Sutherland, 2002Sutherland, 2002

““……it should be it should be recognisedrecognised that education in that education in 
theory and practice is subject to dramatic theory and practice is subject to dramatic 
and and changing influenceschanging influences, pressures and , pressures and 
opportunitiesopportunities……the need for the need for flexibilityflexibility of of 
thought, planning and response is thought, planning and response is 
evidentevident..””

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once again the emphasis is on change and flexibility



Impacts on academic librariesImpacts on academic libraries

Funding profilesFunding profiles
New partnershipsNew partnerships
““HybridHybrid”” collection development collection development –– growing growing 
emphasis on electronicemphasis on electronic
New markets New markets –– remote servicesremote services
Physical infrastructurePhysical infrastructure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how have these changes to higher education impacted on their libraries.  In our experience these are probably the most significant:

Funding profiles
Perhaps a polite way of saying budget cuts.  A growing emphasis on fundraising and performance based funding.

New partnerships
Technology and a growing student centred approach has meant that we must now forge partnerships with other university departments.  Most notably, IT/CC depts, teaching and learning support units

“Hybrid” collection development – growing emphasis on electronic
We are all facing the dilemma of juggling the hybrid library and we ask ourselves what is the appropriate balance?  While there is no single answer, each institution must decide on this balance.

New markets – remote services
As our institutions are forced into greater competition, they develop new markets that must be supported by the libraries.  Such groups include associate degree and diploma students, self funded students and remote students.  All of whom need to be supported by the library at least to some extent.  Supporting these students almost always requires electronic licensing re-negotiation.

Physical infrastructure
In line with a more student centred approach we are compelled to provide student with the physical environment that they want including, eating and drinking areas, group discussion, 24 hours access and of course more space dedicated to computer hardware, network connections and wireless access.

At the University of HK we have been subjected to these pressures and have responded accordingly.



Impacts on academic librariansImpacts on academic librarians

Expanding and evolving roles:Expanding and evolving roles:
–– NegotiatorsNegotiators
–– CollaboratorsCollaborators
–– Financial plannersFinancial planners
–– Technology expertsTechnology experts
–– CommunicatorsCommunicators
–– Cultural roleCultural role
–– Publishing rolePublishing role
–– Project management roleProject management role
–– Grey literature and institutional repositoriesGrey literature and institutional repositories
–– Closer alignment with teaching and learningCloser alignment with teaching and learning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And what about the librarians themselves?

These roles are of course not limited to academic librarians!



Responding to change at HKULResponding to change at HKUL

Electronic collectionsElectronic collections
Faculty partnershipsFaculty partnerships
Collaboration built around ITCollaboration built around IT
Key players in teaching and learning Key players in teaching and learning 
supportsupport
Others Others 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like many academic libraries we have changed greatly in recent years.  Perhaps this is most pronounced in our collection development policy that has an increasing emphasis on electronic resources.

We have also attempted to re-engineer and reposition ourselves as key campus players in the teaching and learning process.
The current University Librarian has been appointed as the Interim Director for IT in Learning, in addition to his existing responsibilities.  In this role he chairs the University-wide Knowledge Team.  This Team brings together key players involved in IT in Learning from the Libraries, the Computer Centre, the Centre for the Advancement of University Teaching and other key strategic players with an interest in this field. This group is similar in structure and purpose to the TLT Roundtables that have formed on campuses across the US.  They, and we, have a very strong technology driven agenda.  Essentially that is to develop effective strategies for making better-informed decisions and supporting sustainable collaborative change.  In particular they support, and we, support development of strategies for enhancing teaching and learning by leveraging technology.

Library staff have, in recent times, taken on a number of what could only be deemed  as less traditional library tasks including the role of principal supervisor for a learning objects project aimed at facilitating the sharing of learning and teaching resources across the 8 universities in Hong Kong; the campus wide implementation of Turnitin, a plagiarism detection software package; and the negotiation for the University’s laptop tendering exercise.  In many ways we have sought to reinvent ourselves.

Others
Some of the others include greater community outreach (for fundraising and raised profile), more rigorous budgetary planning, greater accountability – of expenditure and activities and renewed physical planning including leisure reading area and 24 hr access facility and plans for a new or renewed hi-tech library.




But what do our users But what do our users 
think of all this?think of all this?



Two recent surveysTwo recent surveys

Biennial user climate surveyBiennial user climate survey
Faculty needs surveyFaculty needs survey

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like most large libraries, HKU evaluates its services for a number of reasons:
Gain users’ perspectives
Do users value our services?  If so, which ones?
Which services should be improved?
Which services should have more resources (staff, equipment etc)?
Which services should have less?
Which new services should be offered?
Which services should cease?
We need to prove our value to our funding bodies, university administration, government.
As a means of motivating staff and improving morale.
Ultimately, because we want to contribute to the university’s outcomes of high quality research and better students leading to a better society.





Biennial surveyBiennial survey

New survey instrument developed at HKUNew survey instrument developed at HKU
–– Introduced Feb 2004Introduced Feb 2004
–– 22 iterations before a final version22 iterations before a final version
–– Quantitative and qualitative dataQuantitative and qualitative data
–– BivariateBivariate Gap analysis based on Gap analysis based on ParasurmanParasurman’’ss 

instrument and our previous instrumentinstrument and our previous instrument
Q1 How important is xxx to you?Q1 How important is xxx to you?
Q2 How well does the Library perform xxx?Q2 How well does the Library perform xxx?
AnalyseAnalyse the difference between the two (the GAP)the difference between the two (the GAP)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We wanted to create a new survey instrument because our old one:
1 Was far too long
2 provided users with the option to rate our various services but did not ask them whether they were important or not
3 didn’t ask many questions about our electronic resources



Seven goals for the 2003/04 survey:Seven goals for the 2003/04 survey:
To provide an opportunity for users to evaluate our To provide an opportunity for users to evaluate our 
performance;performance;
To identify performance gaps and make To identify performance gaps and make 
improvements on the problem areas with improvements on the problem areas with 
large gaps;large gaps;
To identify information needs, services and library To identify information needs, services and library 
resources that are most and least important to users;resources that are most and least important to users;
To study user preferences for print and To study user preferences for print and 
electronic materials;electronic materials;
To study different information needs of users from To study different information needs of users from 
different library locations;different library locations;
To study different information needs from different To study different information needs from different 
patron types;patron types;
To use the collected data as a management tool for To use the collected data as a management tool for 
strategic planning.strategic planning.
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Presentation Notes
While all of these goals were important for our survey we were particularly determined to identify gaps (which we had not done previously) and to identify our users preferences for print vs electronic resources.

Our interest in the latter was sparked by the publication of an article by HKU Linguistics academics which suggested that the libraries move to electronic resources was not in the best interests of the university community.  

Their findings identified three potential problems in using electronic materials in Hong Kong: (i) the low user preference for digital resources, (ii) the low access rates of digital libraries, and (iii) a possible communication gap between library users and library administrators.

While we welcomed the study it did appear obvious that there were some flaws in the conclusions.  Firstly the sample size: out of a total of 35 respondents, 27 (approximately 77%) preferred print materials, while only 3 had a preference for digital resources.  Secondly the failure to distinguish between certain types of electronic resources for example e-journals vs ebooks and Third the lack of demonstrated discipline based preferences.  The authors acknowledged that these areas require further investigation.





MaximiseMaximise returnsreturns

Online (only 81 print out of 2564)Online (only 81 print out of 2564)
Small souvenir from vendor offeredSmall souvenir from vendor offered
–– Only 706 of these were collected.Only 706 of these were collected.

Bulk email Bulk email –– three timesthree times
Web page Web page popupspopups
Plasma screen announcementsPlasma screen announcements
Posters, brochures etcPosters, brochures etc

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In response to the aforementioned study we were determined to maximise the return rate of our survey.  We went to extraordinary lengths to do so.

We may never have as high a response rate.



2000/01 2001/02 2003/04 Overall
Change

1450 1805 2564 +77%

ReturnsReturns
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Survey results analysisSurvey results analysis



Ranked gap scores: highest Ranked gap scores: highest 
(poorest performance)(poorest performance)

Question Importance Perform Gap
1. Books in your discipline 4.55 3.72 0.84
2. Electronic resources is

accessible from my home/office
4.49 3.74 0.76

3. Ease of use (electronic) 4.36 3.67 0.71
4. Ease of locating electronic

resources
4.34 3.66 0.71

5. Prompt action is taken regarding
missing books & journals

3.96 3.31 0.67



Ranked gap scores: lowest Ranked gap scores: lowest 
(best performance)(best performance)

Question Importance Perform Gap
26. Audio-visual materials 3.42 3.37 0.075
27. Library printed/online guides 3.54 3.49 0.073

28. Library orientation/courses/ 
workshops meet my needs

3.40 3.57 -0.16

29. Being alerted to new electronic 
resources by bulk email, Focus 
(HKUL newsletter), etc.

3.43 3.65 -0.21

30. Library user education 
(courses/workshops/orientation)

3.34 3.58 -0.22







1998/ 
99

2003/ 
04

Change

Electronic
Resources

8% 32% +24%

Books 46% 26% -20%
Journals 46% 37% -9%
Others 0% 5% +5%

Print vs ElectronicPrint vs Electronic
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OnlineOnline % Online% Online PrintPrint % Print% Print Total No. of Total No. of 
RespondentsRespondents

JournalsJournals 17641764 68.868.8 800800 31.231.2 25642564

BooksBooks 724724 28.228.2 18401840 71.871.8 25642564

Preference for Print vsPreference for Print vs.. Electronic ResourcesElectronic Resources
by Number of  Respondentsby Number of  Respondents



User commentsUser comments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to these responses we received about 90 pages of densely packed freeform comments from our users.

All of these were categorised by subject matter and then by service area, ie Main Library, Branch Library, AV department and so on.



Top user commentsTop user comments
2001/02 Survey2001/02 Survey

1.1. AirAir--con temp (too cold)con temp (too cold)
2.2. Extend opening hoursExtend opening hours
3.3. Impolite staffImpolite staff
4.4. Training/guides/orientationTraining/guides/orientation
5.5. Loan queuesLoan queues
6.6. More books More books 
7.7. Mobile phonesMobile phones
8.8. Recall serviceRecall service
9.9. Positive views on staffPositive views on staff
10.10.General noiseGeneral noise

2003/04 survey2003/04 survey
1.1. Extend Opening HoursExtend Opening Hours
2.2. Shelving/books missing on the Shelving/books missing on the 

shelves/tracing missing materialsshelves/tracing missing materials
3.3. More eMore e--resourcesresources
4.4. Library staff Library staff -- improvement neededimprovement needed
5.5. Alumni Alumni -- access to electronic access to electronic 

resourcesresources
6.6. User Education User Education –– timetables and timetables and 

online versionsonline versions
7.7. Acquiring multiple copies of heavily Acquiring multiple copies of heavily 

demanded books (equal 7th)demanded books (equal 7th)
7.7. HKUL Resources homepage HKUL Resources homepage -- 

Improvements needed (equal 7th)Improvements needed (equal 7th)
8.8. EE--resources interface not userresources interface not user-- 

friendlyfriendly
9.9. Expand the depth of the collectionExpand the depth of the collection
10.10. Borrow/return of Library materials Borrow/return of Library materials 

(inter(inter--branch loans) (equal 10th)branch loans) (equal 10th)
10.10. Mobile phones/Noise (equal 10th).Mobile phones/Noise (equal 10th).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The significance of the user freeform comments is the dominance of comments about electronic resources in the 2003/04 survey compared to the lack of comment in the 2001/02 survey – what a difference 2 years makes.

Despite this prevalence of comments about electronic resources in 03/04, the top 2 comments are about very traditional almost mundane matters of extending hours and finding items on shelves.

Variations of these were analysed for each of our service areas and each of these service areas responded publicly through web pages, plasma screens, notice boards and various meetings, providing us the opportunity to respond, change and correct misconceptions.



For full user survey results For full user survey results 
and responses go to:and responses go to:

http://lib.hku.hk/survey2004/http://lib.hku.hk/survey2004/

http://lib.hku.hk/survey2004/


Faculty Needs SurveyFaculty Needs Survey



Why?Why?

Three new subject librarians serving 6 Three new subject librarians serving 6 
faculties.faculties.
What do their faculties want?What do their faculties want?
How to How to prioritiseprioritise their work for their their work for their 
faculties?faculties?
How to raise their profiles in their new How to raise their profiles in their new 
faculties?faculties?



Score from 1 to 5Score from 1 to 5 
((1 being 1 being ““Most importantMost important”” and 5 being and 5 being ““Less importantLess important””))

Collection buildingCollection building
Research consultation Research consultation 
Instruction on subjectInstruction on subject--specific library specific library 
materialsmaterials
Integrating library materials into Integrating library materials into 
teaching & learning resources for specific teaching & learning resources for specific 
courses/programscourses/programs
Promote library servicesPromote library services
Foster closer collaboration with faculty.Foster closer collaboration with faculty.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This was a very simple survey that merely asked faculty to rate from 1 to 5 each service that we wanted our subject librarians to deliver.



Results Results (in order of importance to faculty)(in order of importance to faculty)

1.1. Collection buildingCollection building
2.2. Research consultationResearch consultation
3.3. Integrating library materials into Integrating library materials into 

teaching & learning resources for specific teaching & learning resources for specific 
courses/programscourses/programs

4.4. Promote library servicesPromote library services
5.5. Instruction on subjectInstruction on subject--specific library specific library 

materialsmaterials
6.6. Foster closer collaboration with faculty.Foster closer collaboration with faculty.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The overall responses were not entirely surprising.

It is good to see that collection building remains the top priority.

Second priority of research consultations was interesting to note as this was a relatively new service and one that the 3 new subject librarians were not previously exposed to.

The third priority was the most interesting as we had been trying to pursue this with faculty for some time but had very little success.  It was also the most controversial – I will explain in a moment.
Perhaps the wording of this priority was misleading or confusing.  What was meant was that we wanted to help faculty to create library resource guides for particular subjects, to help them create electronic reserves, to incorporate electronic reserves and other resources into their learning software platforms such as WebCT.  I will return to this.



FacultyFaculty
Collection 
Building 

Research 
Consultation

Instruction on 
Subject-Specific 

Library 
Materials

Integrating 
Library Materials 
into Teaching & 

Learning 
Resources for 

Specific

Promote 
Library 
Services

Foster Closer 
Collaboration 
With Faculty

** Ranking in descending order ( 1 is most important )** Ranking in descending order ( 1 is most important )

ArchitectureArchitecture 22 22 33 11 33 44

ArtsArts 11 22 55 44 33 66

Business and Business and 
EconomicsEconomics 22 44 22 55 11 33

EngineeringEngineering 11 22 66 33 44 55

ScienceScience 11 33 55 44 22 66

Social Social 
SciencesSciences 11 55 44 22 33 66

OVERALL OVERALL 
TOTAL :TOTAL : 11 22 55 33 44 66

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also broke down the priority lists according to faculty.  It is interesting to not that they have assigned different priorities.  This now gives our subject librarians a better understanding of their faculties’ needs and enables them to structure their workflows accordingly.
It was also a valuable exercise in raising awareness in the faculties of the role of the subject librarians and the type of activities we expect them to perform.




Some added comments:Some added comments:

““All of the six areas mentioned are equally All of the six areas mentioned are equally 
important for teaching and research purposes.   important for teaching and research purposes.   
It doesnIt doesn’’t make sense to rankt make sense to rank--order the six order the six 
areas.areas.””

““Totally useless for [my department].Totally useless for [my department].””
(Research consultation)(Research consultation)

““Most teachers are professionals in their Most teachers are professionals in their 
particular area and do not require this type of particular area and do not require this type of 
assistance.assistance.”” (Instruction on subject(Instruction on subject--specific specific 
library materials)library materials)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some of the comments were very interesting.  The most controversial surrounding the integration of materials into the curriculum.




And some more:And some more:
““Your staff have no professional training in Your staff have no professional training in …… areas of areas of 
curriculum design and should not try [to] interfere in our curriculum design and should not try [to] interfere in our 
teaching methods.teaching methods.”” (Integrating library materials into (Integrating library materials into 
teaching & learning resources for specific teaching & learning resources for specific 
courses/programs)courses/programs)

““Instead of trying to pry into curriculum development at Instead of trying to pry into curriculum development at 
the faculty level, it would be better to wait until asked by the faculty level, it would be better to wait until asked by 
colleagues.   It is the teachers who are employed to colleagues.   It is the teachers who are employed to 
develop curriculum, not librarians.develop curriculum, not librarians.””

““I think academics are in a far better position to I think academics are in a far better position to 
undertake most of these aims than the undertake most of these aims than the ““subject subject 
librarianlibrarian””..



And my all time And my all time favouritefavourite::

““The Library is clearly trying to reinvent The Library is clearly trying to reinvent 
itself and its role after decades of itself and its role after decades of 
inactivity.inactivity.””



Lessons learnedLessons learned
that having access to books in their discipline is the that having access to books in their discipline is the 
number one area of current concern to our users;number one area of current concern to our users;

to better understand our usersto better understand our users’’ preferences for print and preferences for print and 
electronic (most prefer books in print than electronically, electronic (most prefer books in print than electronically, 
while most prefer journals electronically rather than while most prefer journals electronically rather than 
print).print).

that our users want more electronic resources even that our users want more electronic resources even 
though they have difficulty (because of the large number) though they have difficulty (because of the large number) 
identifying the right ones that meet their needs;identifying the right ones that meet their needs;

that the variety of interfaces for electronic resources is a that the variety of interfaces for electronic resources is a 
source of frustration for our users and they are source of frustration for our users and they are 
becoming increasingly difficult to use;becoming increasingly difficult to use;

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These lessons provide us with the opportunity to take stock of what we do and why we do them.  No doubt our next survey will provide us with different lessons that will be reflective of whatever our position is when that is undertaken.  These lessons have taught us that our changing role does not singularly affect us.  It has a profound effect on our users as well, some of whom are not too comfortable with the directions we are moving, be it in our drive towards greater electronic resources or in our attempts to position ourselves as key players in teaching and learning initiatives.  As librarians, we need to be conscious of issues such as these and, depending on our own unique circumstances, change our ways or use the knowledge to enlighten those who need it.  In doing this we must provide reassurance that the past, that remains relevant today, will continue to be there for those who want it.



Lessons learnedLessons learned
that the quality of our training programs is high, yet that the quality of our training programs is high, yet 
users still need help with all of the new resources;users still need help with all of the new resources;
that seemingly mundane or traditional things like that seemingly mundane or traditional things like 
opening hours, correct shelving and noise are still very opening hours, correct shelving and noise are still very 
important to our users, in some instances more important to our users, in some instances more 
important;important;
that faculty need librarians to help build collections;that faculty need librarians to help build collections;
that faculty want tailored training in resources that meet that faculty want tailored training in resources that meet 
their needs at a place and time that suit them; andtheir needs at a place and time that suit them; and
that faculty are mixed in their responses to our attempts that faculty are mixed in their responses to our attempts 
to involve ourselves more closely with teaching and to involve ourselves more closely with teaching and 
learning processes.  While some are sensitive to this learning processes.  While some are sensitive to this 
apparent incursion into their domain, others welcome apparent incursion into their domain, others welcome 
the initiative.the initiative.



Lessons learnedLessons learned

We need to listen to our usersWe need to listen to our users
We need to educate them to our reasons We need to educate them to our reasons 
for for ““remakingremaking”” ourselvesourselves
We need to correct their misconceptionsWe need to correct their misconceptions
We need to retain what is important to We need to retain what is important to 
them.them.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we strive towards new, ever evolving roles we need to maintain sight of this past and not forget or ignore the seemingly trivial items that remain significant to our users, no matter how mundane they may appear to us as we participate in roles that we believe to be of higher institutional value.  In these complex times in which we operate we need to juggle a number of roles that can be deemed to be both traditional and non-traditional, in ratios that are different for each of us but which are determined by our own institutional requirements, our users’ needs and our own individual drive for change.  In this dynamic environment we must listen and respond to our users and stakeholders.  But we must also lead.  We must lead by demonstrating our true worth and the value we bring to our organizations through, a myriad of innovative ways, all of which contribute to the high quality outcomes so desired of our organizations today.




Thank youThank you
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